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Itiabutab Etinting Suit
VOL. XXII NO.105

PADUCAH. KY., SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 2, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Will Englert, Jacob Englert and A. F. Bryant Swear
To Offer of Contract for Support of Tom Harrison
MAKE AFFIDAVIT
CHARLIE GRAHAM
MADE PROPOSALS

ence of afflant, that he stood ready
to enter into or secure a contract to
throw the city's grocery business n ,
the
fo ntigilaetr tofe
lnle
sresaunptpoinr t coo
tt;
Tom Harrison for mayor of Paducah
and that he would give said firm
three (ourths of
Said Charles Graham
said
ecis
;
Incon.
tract or agreement he might make
would be ratified by Tom Harrison,
and said he would draw Up such a
contract in writing.
(Signed)
A. F. BRYANT.
LIL)IE NOR•VELL, N. P.
November 2, 1907.

Wddi
ae L
Lang Doesn't Wishh T Go on Record i Reegard To Interview With A. F. Bryant on Wednesday
-

Categorical Questions Submitted to Him and two Hours
Given in Which to Answer
Them But Caucus Finally
Decides on Silence.

Latest Case of Nature Faking in Paducah

Be Senator FIRM INDIGNANT
OVER FALSEHOOD
NEWS-DEMOCRAT

Have you ever seen the mother Lang went to see Mr. Bryant yester-n
quail, with consummate
Mr. Will Englert Says He if.
duplicity, day and they asked Mr. Bryant if be
flutter along the ground, as though had not said, Tow Harrison did not
Man With Whom Charlie
wounded, to attract your attention, make any proposition to the firm, as
but all the time leading you grad- the News-Democrat had related, and
Graham Talked. And Inually away from her nest and the vi- he answered yes, Tom Harrison IN
Jacob Englert's Affidavit.
chitty of her young brood?
PERSON had not made any proposiquires Why The News-DemoCounty of McCracken, State of Ken- WHAT
WADHIE REALLY ASKED,
To those, who would put the kindt- Goa,
tucky, ss.:—
crat Does Not Send A Repreliest and noblest construction on the
Mr. Bryant was not quoted on this
Before me, a notary public In and
serial falsehood, which is running on occasion, but his partial admission
for said state and county personally
sentative
To Interview Him
the front page of the News-Democrat ells mendaciously made to cover the
appeared, Jacob Englert, who, being
At 8 o'clock this morning a re- this
week, the attitude of that paper whole statement in the News-Demoduly sworn according to law, deposes porter for _The Ste" submitted to Mr.
in regard to the proposition made to crat.
On Three occasions Graham, and says—Charles Graham. being Waddle Lang them"certain represen- Englert & Bryant, grocers, to enlist This was designed to deceive the
Mr. Bryant Says He Was Mispersonally known to afliant, appeared tative of the News-Democrat," who
They ('laim, Told Them Any in nniglert & Bryant's store Thurs- interviewed Mr. Bryant, of the firm their support of Tom Harrison in the public again, and distract attention
election, reminds them of the instine- from the interview with
represented In Intervit w
Mr. Will
night, and presented to
Will of Englert & Bryant, in regard to • live action of the wild
Agreement He Night Enter day
fowl.
Englert, relating the whole proposiEnglert in the presence of affiant, a proposition made to that firm for,
And No Newspaper Man Was
Even the premature rustle of tion made to him for his firm's sup
Into Would Be Ratified By statement being a denial or modifi- their support of Tom Harrison, a wings by which attention was at- port of
Harrison.
Tom
Sent To Talk To Him—Partcation of a statement made by Will categorical list of questions for him
tracted to the fact that there was "a
That Interview, published in The
Tom Harrison—Also Said Englert in The Sun. The statement to answer.
hen on," was imitated by the rash Sun, was written out from Mr. Bagners See Attempt To Impugn
Mr. Lang was assured that he need
was to the effect that Graham in a
organ of Mr. Hirrison's candidacy, him for correction, after which
He is Personally Interested conversation
it
with said Will Englert nut tear being misquoted in The Sun
Their
N'eracity in Matter.
when it came out with the bald state- was published without further alterproposed to divide up the city's gro- that the quetions would be published
ment about a story going the rounds ation.
cery litheness among the grocers. just as submitted to him, and his
that Kr. Harrison had offered eta
Mr. Englert's statement stands,
Said Graham Thursday night, in answers, if he would make any, nothState of Kentucky, McCracken Counthrow the geocery trade of the city that a proposition was made to him
Indignation was In the air at Engthe presence of afflant. said any con- ing being subtracted therefrom or
ty, ss.:—
departments to the firm of Englert on two occasions for the fifm's suplest & Bryant's store on Second street
added
thereto.
tract
or
agreement
he might make
Before me, a notary public in and
& Bryant.
port of Tom Harrison.
when a reporter fur The Sun called
At first Mr. Lang demurred, but
for McCracken county, state of Ken- would be ratified by Tom Harrison,
Had
the News-Democrat "laid
•
this ruorn.ug,
It will not suffice to get a denial
tucky, personally appeared Will Mag- and he (Graham) stood ready to en- finally consented to take the ques- low," such prominence
and publicity from Tom Harrison. Let the News..).Oa , wu aro read) ta main
atlitions and return them with an answer
ian, who deposes and says: That on ter into a contract that night.
would not have been given to the Democrat get a denial from Mr. Will
davir." eas
gre..•titig flow
AIL
(Mined.)
by 10 o'clock.
J. M. ENGLERT.
the -- day of October, 194r, afflstory; and, had not the News-Demo- Englert. He is a reputable man and
Ernn
LILLIE NORVELL, N. P.
ant called on Charles Graham, at
The questions were first read to crat deliberately falsified in the first
will tell the truth.
hl..• til, aro at t.otipting to nvilsi.
November 2, 1907.
Graham's office on Broadway, to colMr. Lang by the reporter, and he installment of the story, The Sun
o,,i
I)) askting toy pal-fp r
lect a bill. Afflant remarked that the
was asked three times over if he had would not have been
able to get a SCISSORS STRIKE CHILD
if an
was mad, to tim
HON. WILLIAM R. HEARST.
bill was aruall end Graham said it
asked Mr. Bryant, "Did Tom Harri- true version, because
of the firm's reby any of
IN EYE AND INJUltED HER.
Incanoires ni ne,
would be larger in the future. The
son, or anyone for him, make a prop- luctance to enter
into the controwin n I arn (no matt to whoni
conversation drifted on to the beat
osition to your firm for your support versy.
i prone,it ien wa,
' Elizabeth, the little daughter of
political situation and Graham said
of Mr. Harrison?"
Let us consider the facts In con- Mr. A. L. Duck, of 1519 Tr-nub!,
"I'll- Milo 1
be•-n
to aMant that. if the members of the
Each time, Mr. Lang replied: "I nection with the
tale as related by street, was dangerously injured in
d " sa!‘i
itrant. '
supfirm of Einglert & Bryant would
asked him if TOM HARRISON had our "wise bird."
scissors falling from a sewing ma.1 'role Iirrrihon had nadd•• any 1.1.,,,part Tom Harrison for mayor, be
made such a proposition."
or•itien to us for our support. anti, of
The story wait out that Charlie chine that the mother was using and
Graltam) would upos his word and
The reporter emphasized the quescon r:-i have alvra>s answer,d
Graham had :aid Mr. Will Englert in striking the child in the eye. Dr. II
honor enter Into any sort of a COOtion. "Did you ask Mr. Bryant IF
lie ri v. r has directly. that I know
Graham's office and afterwards In G. Reynolds, who was called in to
tract or procure any sort of a conANYONE FOR
MR. HARRISON Englert & Bryant's store, that he dress the eye, sa>s the Injury will not
of, and the convereations ha ‘4.• ala a'
tract you want to throw the city
made the proposition."
been nate re> inn-Trier.would enter into a contract with the be permanent.
grocery business into Englert &
But Mr. Lang replied, "I asked
"We have tried to keep out of the
firm
to throw the city's grocery busiNew Dokhara, Turkestan, Nov 2 him if TOM
Bryant. Graham further added in
HARRISON made such ness ta Englert & Bryant In the
affair.- continued Sir. %till En.•
event
the conversation with the Milani that —the first reports of the catastrophe a proposition."
-but thPy just Ito-h--,1
they supported Tom Harrison, and
!!!!
any sort of agreement he Fuade Tom at Karatagh were exaggerated. InThe purpose of The Sun's persistHarrison was elected.
Washington, Nov. 2.—Representa Charlie. Graham,
Harrison would stand by, and that stead of 15,00,0 persona being killed, ent inquiry, of course,
is apparent—
The News-Democrat did not send
tive-Elect McGuire, of Oklahoma, said again:, in our of!.
he (Graham) was directly interested only about ant.) lives were lost., Moat the News-Democrat reported
Mr. Brywhen congress opens he will urge a the. pres.rice of Mr.
a reporter to see Mr, Englert.
not as a city office hoider„ Graham ot these perished under the land- ant as saying OW NO ONE
FOR MR.
law giving Indians in Oklahoma the straight one proposition to gi,
The News-Democrat did send Wadadded that he himself was personally slide which buried 440 of the GOO HARRISON made such a
proposition
right to *ell land. He says Oklahoma the city grocery trade for our
dle Lang to see Me. Bryant, and Wadinterested in the election and that lie houses ct the town.
to Mr. Bryant.
port of Tom Intrrison, and •rh,,,
wants Roosevelt re-elected.
would see us on this business.
Karatagh Is situated in a small
Mr. Lang's evasion- clearly shows dle Lang did not tell Mr. Bryant he
night, after The Sun printed that inwas
interviewing
the
firm
newsfor
a
On a later day enfant says said natural amphitheater among
lofty that Mr. Bryant was not asked such
paper and he did not ask Mr. Bryant
London, Nov. 2.—According to the terview with me, in which I used rio
Charles Graham virsited the store of hills, the Karatagh mountain over It a question.
if anyone claiming to represent Tom
Spectator,
Roosevelt is the one man names, ('hurtle Graham came its here
Englert & Bryant, and in the pres- on one side and the river flowing on
Declines to Answer.
City
Engineer_
L.
A.
Washington
made
Harrison
had
proposition
the
qualified
to
steer the American ship and In the presence of Jake Fanglert
the
other.
At the height of the reence of affiant and "Doc" Bryant, reWhen Mr. Perry Meloan, reporter
was in a stew when a copy of the bal- from all dangers of capitalistic greed tried to get me to sign a statement
peated the proposition. Afflant did cent earthquake, a great section of for The Sun, returned to tang's drug to the firm. He asked only if TOM
lots to be used in the city election and financial ruin. The Paper then that he only proposed to divide Ire
all the talking for the firm and Mr. the mountain ,broke away and slid store at 10 o'clock, and called for HARRISON had made the proposithe city business.
was shown him elth his name left hints of a life term for Roosevelt.
tion.
He
answered
was
that
rom
upon
town.
the
there
Houses
were Waddle Lang, Mr Lang said "Wait
Bryant said nothing. Affiant said that
off.
Engineer
"I told Charlie I would sign
Washington
is
not.
HARRISON
a
busy
did
would be unfair to the other grocers already falling on all sides from the a moment," and when he propounded
affidavit‘o what was in The Sun,
The News-Democrat took care not man, and has little time to devote tor
and Charles Graham said then he violence of the earth shocks, and the questions again to Mr. Lang, Mr.
politics,
but after the publication In the News..
would make a contract to give the many of the luckless inhabitants, un- James Lang shouted: "Don't you an- to quote Mr. Bryant, but said
Ing
the which
forming
of the for
ballot.
Not
Democrat last night, trying to make
accounts
said:
Bryant
Harrison
Mr.
his
did
not.
firm three-fourths of the city's trade able to escape through the narrow swer a' thins."
it appear that my partner. Mr. Brynor did anyone for him ever directly until a friend showed him that his
in their line, and repeated that any streets encumbered by debris, were
Mr. John J. Berry. general manaor indirectly- intimate such a propo- name had been left off did he turn
ant. said the firm was made IX) ofagreement he made Tern Harrison caught and buried.
ger of the
News-Democrat, Mr
his attention to the election. Mayor
fer by anybody for the support of
sition
to- his firm."
building
No
town
in
the
was left James Lang, Mr. Waddle Lang
would stand by.
and
Yelsor was also concerned when Mr.
Torn Harrison, I determined that I
The part about "nor did anyone for
Thursday might after the publica- standing, the earthquake leveling Tom Harrison gathered around Mr
Washington conferred
with
We
would settle this matter once for all,
them
all
to
foundations.
their
him"
nfay
made
All
be
on
News
the
,
Meloan and, Mr. Waddle Lang handtion of the facts In The Sun, which
There is talk of furnishing rubber
making affidavit.
by
survivors
were
the
without
shelter
Democrat's
own
authority, but it pured back the typewritten list of quesfacts are true, said Charles Graham
stamps in all booths for the city engi"The Sun was wrong, however, In
again appeared at Englert & Bry- and a relief expedition with supplies tions, and said he declined to an- posely was cbnnected with the other neer's office. He has no
opposition,
saying I was in consultation in
ant's store and in the presence of has left New Bokhara for the scene swer. He said: "I refer you to Mr part to create the impression that but voters are entitled to write any
Lang's drug store. I was not."
of
the
disaster:
Mr.
said
Bryant
it.
Bryant."
Jacob Engiert repeated tha statement
name of persons they desirat to nomiLouisville, Nov. 2.—(Special.)—
That was intended to deceive the
At this last interview he refused
that gny agreement he should make
nate on ballots, and it shall be countSpec als from Lexington, Carrollton.
to repeat his anaiwer as to what ques. public.
Torn Harrison would stand by. Graed for a vote. Campaign workers are
Bowling Green- and several other
Lang
Waddie
tfir.
was
get
sent
to
tion he asked Mr. Bryant, and said:
sam said he-stood ready to enter into
devising a means to remedy the overplaces received here shots that Demthe interview in a casual sort of way
"I refer you to Mr. Bryant."
an agreement in consideration of the
sight.
ocratic leaders there are making
without disclosing his miseion, in orThe Questions Are:
firm's support of Harrison, but on
The News-Democrat has not been
St. Louis, Nov. 2.—Wheat, 102;
deals with whisky men not to enact
Mr.
deceive
der
to
Bryant.
In that interview which you got
this occasion refused to stipulate an
publishing
the
name
Washing+
of
Mr.
corm, Ill %; oats, 471
/
2
any temperance legislation. Hines
Mr, J. J. Berry, general manager
for the News-Democrat did you inamount.
ton in the list of candidates, nor has
form Mr. Bryant, of the firm of Eng- of the News-Democrat, and Waddle it mentioned Mr. Ben Weille, candi- in Bowling Green last night visited
Said Graham had a statement in
practically all the liquor people in
A Serious Charge,
lert & Bryant, that you were repre
date for school trustee in the Second
writing, which he asked the affiant
the town, and Judge Berry In a
George W. Allman, an Illinois Cen•
ward to succeed President Joseph E.
to sign. The statement was a denial tral flagman, was arrested this morn- smiting the News-Democrat, and that
speech at Carrollton openly said the
Potter.
of the story In The Sun, but afliant ing on a warrant, harging him with what he said would be published in
liquor people had nothing to fear
the
paper?
would not sign it, the affiant saying breaking into an Illinois Central box
from Ilager and the Democrats.
Did you ask Mr. Bryant: "Did Mr.
that his statement has already been car yesterday with the intention of
London, Nov. 2 —A strike involvHarrison,
or
any
one
for
him,
ever
made in The Sun. 'Ate statement was stealing from it.
ing every railroad employe in
the
directly
or
indirectly,
intimate
such
a modification of the affiant's interUnited Kingdom will probably be rail
a proposition to your firm?" (to
view, making the proposition of
THE WEATHER.
Sheriff John Ogilvie experienced a
ed either tomorrow or Monday. The
throw the city grocery business to
Charles Graham in substance, a decrush In tax collections -yesterday. Its
decision to call the strike was reachinfant
Mr.
son
of
and
Mrs.
the
firm
of
Englert
&
Bryant
in
relaration that Harrison and Graham
estimates that he has 'collected to Frank Andrecht, of the
ed
In a meeting of the exacutive com
McGuire
turn
for
their
support of Tom Harproposed to divide the grocery busidate $13e,00e. 'The
per cent pen- farm three miles out on the Pool tnittee of the Amalgamated Society
rison.?)
ness among all the grocers. This
alty is now on and will be collected road; died last night. The funeral of Railway servants, which lasted
Did you, when yeu and Mr. Berry
statement was not' true, however.
arr all delinquent taxes. After No- was held thie afternoon at 2 o'clock five hours.
called
Bryant
on
Mr.
Clarksville,
Tenn.,
sen•
yesterday ask
Nov. 2.—A
Affiant further says the statement
The strictest secrecy DI maintained
Mr. Bryant if he did not saynta sub- sation was caused here in tobacco cir- vember 15 the delinquent list will be at the residenee.. The burial
was
that he *as called into James Lang's
turned over to the county clerk who In Oak Grove eetnetery.
regarding the result of the ballot of
cles today by the arrest of three
drug store and asked to sign an affiwill issue warrants.
the men, but it Is understood that
prominent citizens of Montgomery
(Continued on Page Four.)
davit is untrue. Charles Graham
some 70,000 to 80,000 declared for a
county on the charge of night riding
visited Englert & Bryant's store
general strike and At least 1•00,4eatu
or destroying plant beds and pulling
Thursday night alone. He said when
men belonging to the Amalgamated
tobacco.
up
he left that he had to hurry away to
Society of Railway servants will step
Several months ago there were
Without doubt William A. Brady's
meeting'at Gallman's
a political
many depredations of this kind. One
A all smiles production of "The Bond man" with work.
Mane-11'171TX Yeleer ws
grocery.
W LI. ENG LERT
Paris, Nov. 2.—The pope suffered
this
morning,
tobacco
nine
of
night
was
acres
and
strutted
about the Wilton Lackaye and a valitth cast,
pulled
LILLIE NORVELL, N. P.
a severe attack of heart failure, socity hall In the best of good humor. which is presented at the Kentucky RAILROADS ARE let It FROM
November 2, 194)7.
_
cording to a dispatch received here. up.
The men under arrest are Dr. He could not wait to be asked why tthis afternoon and tonight, Is one of
S.tTISFIED WITH MEETING.
He has been compelled to remain In
Thomas Hoskins. George Saunders he was 90 much in love with the the most brilliant on the road, and
A F. Bryant's Affidavit.
bed.
and James W. Cross. of Fredonia, world. "I'm a grandfather again." nothing more sumptuoue er complete
County of McCracken, State of KenAtlanta. Nov. 2.- -Railroads ar•• 'or
this county. The indictments were he declared, "and all within
week," will be seen at the Kentucky ,this from aatialled at the statemt tits '
tucky, as.:-Chicago, III., Nnov. 2.—The Ohio
returned by the grand jury last week. and then he reached for his beard season. Critics in London and New the governors
Before me, a notary public In and
of Alabama. Gout
railroad commission after making an
The news of the arrests preceded which was not there. Whenever York, St. Louis and every city in this and North Carolina,
for said county and state, personall>
that no injure
investigation of the 2-cent fare law
city,
the
and
they
to
when
pleased
men
The
Mayor
Yelper
strokes
his
country are unanimous in
Appeared A. F. Bryant, who, being
their will resnit to. transportation
shows the general average of receipts
number
large
arrived
farmers
beard,
a
of
and
mimes It greatly Since he praise of the great drama and the Meg front their conference
duly sworn according to law, deposes
per passenger per mile has been rewere here to furnish bond for the al- shaved It off.
work of Mr. fAckaye as Jason.
The governors ire_ known to
and says that Charles Graham, be
dueed. The commission will attempt
leged guilty pandas, -Which ramped a -Data- morning
man-was boen to
-o5iifree triatspor(niron in all :.11
fner personatty-Wtro-Wir to uffhart: up,
Fair arid colder tonight. Sunday to hen" tbit bill repealed. Moreatrains
to
$1,000
$2,500
eerie
They
from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph Yelser. Only a
The joint finance committee met 1111110
.Ft anti err:Sneed for an itiv1•1peared in Englert & Bryant's store. fair, legheet temperature yesterday will then be run and better service
prominently identified with the fete_ dans..befoce a Ann, was buwit-La
are
Kaglert,in the
eatealde:o
*Mown471 -fewest today,44k•
II-Tobacco Ilrowers association.
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell, Jr.
against the city.
with duties of states to the.publie.

Three Reputable Business Men
of Paducah Say A Harrison
Worker Told Them They
Could Sell All Groceries To
City If They Would Support
Harrison For Mayor

ONLY 200 LIVES
LOST WHEN LAND
ENGULFED TORN

ONLY ROOSEVELT
CAN SAVE STATE
FROM THE DANGER

L. A. WASHINGTON
NOT MENTIONED
AS A CANDIDATE

ign- DEMOCRATS DEAL
WITH LIQUOR MEN
FOR HAGER'S SAKE

•

GENERAL STRIKE
WILL BE ORDERED
ON ENGLISH LINES

Grain Market.

NIGHT RIDING IS
CHARGED AGAINST
TOBACCO GROWERS

POPE IS ILL

RUSH IN TAXES

INFANT DIES

MAYOR MISSES BEARD

GREAT PRODUCTION

eoerramoomm=1111•11111111111111AIIIMIIIMV

utheiliip 4
.

BEwARE oF

,
courts and lee. et
MI
Reny. The first act takes place is
auth Afriea, during
Boer war:
Taent is acting as a Red
meets Ruth.. W ilde
ing, a young woman, whom ale has
never seen. The latter asks liester's aid in securing a pass through
the lines. Hester gets it for her,
Lame Hack and Urinary
but when Miss Wilding discovers her
name, she annoutices that the wife of
Trouble Are The Danger
was her best
Hester's betrayer
friend and threatens to disclose HesSignals to Guard Against
ter's past to her companions. There
is a sudden attack on the outposts at
this point, and a stray shell explodes.
seriously injuring Miss
Heie
believes ,Roth to be- dead,
yields to a sudden temptation to take
the dead woman's place. in the world.
More people succumb each year'to
i She disguises herself
some form of kidney trouble thin any
cause.
slightest form of

Hester
Cross nurse and

the

BRIGHTS DISEASE

SALARY ORDINANCE PAGES
GIVEN PASS%,E AT ADJOURNED
SESSION OF

Is now

open in new

Wilding.

ter

BACKACHE

OF

and

per

Month.

•
Ordinances fining the salaries of

city officials were finally passed last
night by the board of council-Men sitting in adjourned session. Solici-

I

given the f011owing ordinances: Ordinance raising the salary of license
inspector from $780 to $1,000 per
annum; four lire department captains, $9e1) to $1,000 per annum;
police sergeant, $720 to $900;
lieutenant from $840 to $1.400;
police captain, $900 to $1,2%)0; day
light plant
light plant engineer, $840 to $900.
An ordinance creating the office of
"commitee clerk," who shall be selected by the mayor, subject to his
removal; and whose duties shall be
TSese simple Ingreto keep all record of committee meetdient, are harmless and can be obings, to act as clerk of the board of
tained at any good prescription pharpublic works, and to act as city stenmacy and
them by ographer at a salary of $75 per
shaking well in a bottle. The dose
reading
month. First and second
for adults is a teaspoonful after each
given,
meal
and
again
bedtime.
at
INDIANS.
Ordinances raising salaries of othThere is no better general remedy er officials, %bleb were given first
Scritliers Fight Battle With Redskins known to relieve all forms of rheu- passage Wednesday night were given
matism either, because it acts directly second reading.
In Southern Utah.
upon the kidneys and blood. It cleans
The ordinances are now ready to
3uper1or A‘scrtment.
the clogged up pores in the kidneys be presented to the aldermen for
Washington, Nov. 2.—News
so they can filter and strain from the passage.
reached here that three Navajo Inblood the poisonous uric acid and
dians were killed, another was
waste matter which, if not eliminated
wounded and ten were captured In a
Roosevelt and the Democrats.
remain in the blood, decompose and
fight with United States troops sevThe Nashville American puts it
settle about the jots and muscular
eral days #go in southern Utah. This
this way:
tissues causing the untold suffering
Is the first serious clash with the InThe truth is President Roosevelt
and deformity of rheumatism.
v#4..44.464,a.a.a.j..104e Tbis play is an adaptation of Wilkit dians in several years.
has more admirers among Democrats
Backache is nature's signal notifythan he ought to have
The army command which fought ing the sufferer that the
Coilins' famous novel, "The New
kidneys are
It is a fact that Mr. Roosevelt has
4, Magdalen," by J. Hartley Manners with the Indians consisted of seventy- not acting properly. "Take care of
hundreds of thousands of friends
four men, four officers and three na- your kidneys" is now the
v- 'and Henry Miller.
physician's
among the Democrats, and they
scouts. Superintendent Shelton, advfce to his patients,
will appear as Hester Trent, the part tive
would nominate him for president on
of the San Juan Indian agency, sent
made famous by Margaret, Anglin,
the message which told of the fight
the Democratic ticket if they could
at the Princess theater, a:4w Yor*
The truth is the Democrats are lookThe telegram said that the trouble
What will undoubtedly be one of ,for nearly two seasons. The story
ing for a Roosevelt to nominate, but
was caused by a medicine man namen
the dramatic novelties of the season of the play deals with the efforts of
there is not one in the party. Johnsfor local playgoers, has been an-la young English woman to win back By :line, who had great influence with
ton. of Minnesota, comes nearest to
hounced at the Kentucky for Thurs-ithe right to look the world in the certain members of the tribe and was
the Roosevelt standard, but it is not
day, November 7, in the engagement I face, after a false marriage with a inducing them to refuse to comply
believed by thousands of Democrats
with
the
goveinment
regulations
"Zira." man whose real wife dragged her
of Mabel alontgomery, in
that he could so admirably fill the
The peacefully disposed Indians were
While some encouragement is office as the present chief executive
the medicine man,
!and
petitioned that he given in the rise of 0.2 shown in the If the Republicans were to nominate
on
river stage this morning steamboat- him be would carry more shan one
be removed from the reservation.
men do not anticipate a rise that will southern state.
every",101,11/lgsebox.2Sc
Cures a Cold in One nif•• Crib in 2 Dom
facilitate the movement of large
PILES
boats as yet. The low stage coming
so suddenly after a rise of several
Joliet, III., Nov. 2.—In an address
cure any case of Itching,Blind, Bleed- feet caught a number 0:
away before the Steel Works club of this
ing or Protruding Piles in 6
from port and forced them to tie up
city Colonel J. Hamilton Lewis dedays or money refunded. 50c.
at different places along the river.
clared that the foremost issue that
This proved a disastrous inconveniwill confront the country in the comPAROLED MAN GOES BACK
ence to the boat owners, eas it preing campaign will be the position the
TO DISMAL PRISON CELL. vented taking advantage of the time
United States is to take toward the
:ost by low water to have the necesnations of the Orient. Colonel Lewis
Topeka, Kan., Nov. 2.—Emmett sary repairs made 1o their craft, as
is of the opinion that the sudden reDalton, the ex-bandit, who has for in many cases boats are tied up in
call of Secretary Taft and his proremote
places.
Yesterday the captour months been out on parole havposed visit to Berlin are caused by a
ing his injured arm treated at a To- tain of the John A. Wood, which is
protest from Germany against the
peka hospital, returned to Lansing laying above Sisters' bar with a large
sending of the American fleet to the
tow,
was
here
and
secured
several
this afternoon unaccompanied.
Pacific.
His parole expired November 1, carpenters to go to the craft and
and Gov. Roch, who it was thought make such repairs as is possible.
New York. Nov. 2.---Miss Josephine
would pardon Dalton, has not returnA nurnbee of other lower Ohio
Both Phones 201
132 S. Fourth St.
Hill, a teacher in the House of M•ercy
boats are tied up above, while the
ed from Washington.
325 Kentucky Aveaue.
a charitable institution
It is generally believed that Dl- big steamer Joe Fowler
John S. the Sisters of St. Mary of the Proon will be pardoned as soon as Gov. Hopkins, have been forced to discontestant Episcopal church, committed
tinue their trips between Paducah
Hoch returns.
suicide today by shooting. She is said
and Evansville.
to have come from Kentucky.
The John A. Love, which sank in
the canal near Nashville and was
raised, has never been able to get
down the Cnmberiand and is tied up
near Fox Bluff, Tenn. Capt. M. A.
Echols, the veteran river pilot, who
was with her at the time of the accident, left yesterday for that point to
join his boat. He came to Paducah
by jail to await
reached Smithland
join her
there, but after three weeks' waiting
received word to in on to Fox Bluff.
This
magazine
The installation of the new maSUN is giving away
chinery of the Dick Fowler is being
rushed with all the rapidity possible
and it is expected that she will be
ready to resume her trips in at least
two weeks, The new engines are
to be one
asaaranteed to be of equal power to
Presents
is original.
the
orild
aim
anedd m
toaybe
devm
eo
lore
p rr
etcoore
eom
Th
iceay;
are original.
are
is phenomonal.
and are in several ways a greater
:318
If You Want the beet in anyI mprovement.
thing and everything that
The stage this morning was 3.8, a
In Hall Cuine's Powerful
rise of 0.2.
Play,
The Kentucky is receiving an immense cargo of freight today for
Teonessee river points and she will
get away at 6 Siclocl this evening.
"WW0(010W.
The J.
Richardson left this
Seats on gale Thursday.
morning for Cairo. She returns toMatinee.
$1.50, $1.( 0, 75c, 50c
night and will lie up until Monday
.....s•••11111111111
,
Matinee and Night.
Night.......$2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75e; 50c
before going out akain.
The H. W. Buttorff is due in from
Evansville today, but she is late and
Will not be In anti] some time tonight.
Come and stimulate your
The Inverness left today for the
appetite; shake off that tired
Tennesatee river for a tow of ties.
feeling. Get the
The Chancey Lamb is due in tomorrow from Tennessee river with a
tie tow.
The Blue Spot will leaye today for
A r e bus i ness systemizers,
the Tennessee river for a tow of ties
habit; it is not only healthful
time savers and office necessi•
The City of Saltillo will leave St.
but palatable—an antidote to
river,Lottis today bound for the Tennessee
ties to the real business man.

*nbroiderg
cihoughts

patent medicines alone.
There are many of the lesser formetoms of kidney trouble which can be
treated at home is stated by a welt
known authority. For some of these,
such as backache, pain -in the region
kfcineye,
bladder, frequency (especially at night) painful
scalding and other urinary troubles,
try the following simple home remedy: -Fluid Extract Dandelion onehalf ounce, Compound Kargon one

and Hsster's heal 'victory over of $bs

E have just opened up some'
beautiful new patterns in
colored embroideries --edges and
insertions to match--wide or
narrow edges, for house dresses,
etc., at attractive prices, in either
Red, Blue, Navy or Pink, at

W

Miss

weak

fireman, $540 to $720;

ounce, Compdund Syrup Sarsaparilla
three ounces.
anyone can mix

H. M. DALTON,
403 Broadway.
With Warren the Jeweler.

We Use the King of All
Boscirii Irorxers.---Why?.
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
•
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy, yourself by
sending us your laundry.
-

TROOPS KILL THREE

15c, 20c, 2k, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c, 50c.

has

THEATRICAL NOTES

night.

about heavy overcoats may bq valuable to you if you drop in on us and
let tie give you pointe-s as to styles
and materials for stylish and handsome garments. Everyone knows
whe nthey are fitted at our rooms
that they always bear the stamp of
fashion and gentility. We are waiting for your order. Cold weather
has arrived.

Committee Clerk Is Ness Office Created With Salary of $75

tor James Campbell, Jr., was unable
in Ruth's
to prepare all ordinances by Wedues
!clothing, and with her passes and ot her
The
day, which necessitated an adjournpapers in her band escapes from the kidney derangement
often develops ment until last night when he pre.camp. As the play unfolds Hester into Brit's kidney disease,
diabetes sented the remainder,
Its discovered in London surrounded or dropsy. When either of these
disCouncilman Ernest Lackey was
iby wealth and copafort, loVed by eases are suspected the sufferer elected
chairman pro tern in the abithose who believe themselves her shoul,d at once seek the best medical
relatives, and youtg and happy °noel attention possible. Coneult ouiy a sence of chairman Lindsey.
I more. Ruth Wilding, however, does good, first-class physician, leave First and second passage was
not die her life being gavel by a rare
and skillful operation, but returns to
London and confronts the woman
who has taken her name and place
in life. The rest of the play concerns the battle between the two women
herself, through which she finally
wins a happiness that could have
come to her in no other way.
Montgomery has been surrounded by
a cast of more than ordinary excel/
lence. Scenically the production is
identical with that made by Henry
Miller during the New York run of
ithe piece, and which is especially
noteworthy for its completeness In
every detail.

123 South Second.
Open day and
quarters.
A LITTLE TALK

Says

TAKE CARE

RESTAURANT

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Miss Montgomery

Orivi—e-r-r-r-rrei—edr4

Only One "BROM() QUININE," that is
Laxative Brom° Quinint

much afraid of
had repeatedly

e

CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to

Sees Issue in the Orient.

boats

to 14

ED. D. 1-IANNAN

R.eal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

Sanitary Plumber

-

Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.

conducted by-

and

The Home
Magazine
No ember
Issue
Just Out

At

The Kentucky

splendid
THE

The M c Pherson
Drug Store
Service

here until the boat
and

The McPherson Drug Store Service stands high above all corn'
petitors, and although widely
imitated and constantly copied,
our customers know the diffetenoe between McPherson's Service and ordinary Drug Store
Service.
Our Policy
Our Methods
Our Success

which

ABSOLUTELY FREE

Saturday

November

2

Thursday
November

WM. A. BRADY

9

may be obtained at a drug'store,
If you want it at the most
reasonable price possible. If you
want it promptly, If you want
it with absolute satisfaction to
yourself, then come at once to
or telephone 180, Both Phones.

THE SUN

THE BONDMAN

Paducah's Best _Paper

B.

AN ATTRACTION OF MERIT
'The Princess Thea r New
York Success

ZI

1

Chile Parlor

IMBED STAMPS

Chile Con Came

With

Mabel Montgomery

Prices 25c, 3.5c, 50c, 75c,
$1.00 and $1.50.
Seats on sale Wednesday
a. tn.

Is now conceded
of
best published. The November issue 'is ,just in, and If
you want it phone
at once

Wilton Lackaye

And cast of cars fully chosen
two years in

players.
This play ran for
New York
City and comes direct from Macauley's
Theatre,

Louisville.

SUPERIORITY

Prices Risht.

The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. Third St. Roles 358. 1

GoThe

otyo
ald ay
was

in

and out from

The John A. Love, that is tied up
in the Cumberland rivear

after being
raised from the canal, is the old Cowling alai was used In the Padjtcab
and MeIr0Phlls trade tot a long time

malaria. Ladies and gentlemen accomodated.

Hot Tamales

YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
lik----for the time when you will need money—there
is only one tvay to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings accounts if left with us six months or longer. •

Mechanics and
..-----4. ri-,.
,/ Farmers Savings Bank
4-i,. •
210 Broadway

limmint

NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

Shnider
;us 5. Fourth St.

C.
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he Week In Society.
FASHIONS.

meeting will be under the auspices
of the literature committee. Mrs.
faplo owned that she wait tired John J. Dorian, chairman, Mrs. W.
of always wearing green,
W. owell awl, Mrs. E. G. Boone
e khew that she had grown of late, "The Early American Poets" will be
too shabby to be sect..
dirreussed by Wm Mary Brazelton.
AUTI.at e

Buy your Fur,s of us and
we will put them in
cold storage ('or you free
of charge during summer season.

The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace
The Oak and Beech aud Chestnut
thee deplored their sleabbinesel Episcopal church will have its MisAnd all, except the Hemlock sad, sionary Tea for Novembe: on Friday
were wild to change their drum. afternoon in the parlora of the parish
house.
"For fashion-plates we'll take the
Mrs. A. S. Dabne
flowers," the rustling Maple said
.
)
, will entertain
"And like the Tulip I'll be clothed in her Sunday seliool class yf the First
Christian church on 'Friday evening
,spiendist gold and red'!"
at her boute. Wei and Harrison
"The cheerful Sunflower suite
me streets. It will be a social th.casiou
best," the lightsome Beech re- with music, games and refreshments.
plied;
The literary department of the
"The Marigold my choice shalt be,"
the Chestnut spoke with pride. Woman's club, Mrs Muscoe Burnett,
chairman, will meet on Friday mornThe &turd, Oak took time to think— ing at 10 o'clock at the sten house.
Maurice Maeterlinck is the study and
"I hate such glaring hues;
The Gillyflower, so dark and rich, I will be discussed as follows:
1. Life—Mrs. Edmund 'M. Poet.
for my model 'choose.'s
2. Essays—Mrs. James Campbell
So every tree in all the grove, ex- Flournoy.
3. Dreeme—Miss Anna Webb.
cept the Hemlock sae,
According to its wish ere long in
The open meeting of the Church
brilliant dress were clad.
Furnishing society of the First Chris
And here they stapd through all the tete church, whish was to have been
held on Monday afternoon with Mrs.
soft and bright October days;
They wished to'be like flowers—in- A. S. Dabney on Nortti Fifth street
deed, they look like huge bou- has been postponed until Monday,
November 11, on account of the illquets!
ness of Mrs. George C. Wallace, a
—Edith M. Thomas.
(Copyright, IWO, by Lotbrop, Lee member of the society. These meetings are always social occasions.
& Shepart Co.)

We handle only ouch Furs
as are absolutely the best.
You know furs are very deceptive and it takc6 a good
judge to kn3w whatt, what.

—e—

—e—

Mew Bradshaw to Marry in Eddyville.
The marriage of Miss Clara Bradshaw' to Mr. Marcus Pitts Molloy, of
EddyvIlle, will take place on Wednesday at the home of the bride's sister,
Mrs. R. S. Mason. of Eddyville. Miss
Bradshaw is the daughter of Mr. and
The Delphic club will meet on Mrs. R. B. Bradshaw, who have recently moved to Paducah from EddyTuesday morning at the Caknegie
ville. It was desired to have the
library. The program to be presentmarriage solemnized in the old Braded is:
shaw home. Miss Bradshaw left this
1. Elephantine Island. V Dyweek for Eddyville. She is a very
nasty. Nitocris—Mrs. James Rudy.
chariaingtirl and her father is one of
2. Literature.
Papyri.
(Cad- the
most pronitnent tobacco men in
mus.)—Mrs. Frank Scott.
western Kentucky. The family have
3. Oleroglyphies — Mts. George
'apartments in the Noble-Tandy flats,
*art' and iguif
C. Wallace.
on Kentucky avenue. Mr. Molloy is
Poverbs of Ptah.
thie manager of the Kentucky Shoe
Manufacturing company of Eddyville.
Masters Oscar and Paul Stutz will
The couple will reside there.
entertain their little friends on
--41)-Tuesday afternoon from 5 to 7
Intereating Art Discueltions.
o'clock at their-tome, 529 Jefferson
The Art departnient of the Wostreet.
man's club, Miss Anna Webb, chairPaducah chapter United Daughters' man. held an interesting meeting this
ot the Confederacy, will meet on morning at the Woman's club house.
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Lelia It was the regular department meetWade Lets, 529 Washington street. leg and some paasearof Grecian sculp
It is the annual election of officers. ture were discussed very comprehensively as follows:
1. Polyclites.
Polonioue—Mrs.
The Matinee Musical club
will
meet on Wednesday afternoon at the George Langstaff, Jr.
2. Scopas—Mobe Group — Mrs.
Woman's club house, Goa Kentucky
avenue. Miss Isabelle .Mohan is the Henry Rudy.
3. Praxiteles — Hermes—Apollo
leader. An attractive miscellaneous
—Miss Belle Cave.
program will be rendered.
4. The Marble Faun—Reading
The Clvies department of the Wo- from "The Marble Faun"—Miss Jennie Gilson.
men's club will have an open meet5. Lysippa—kirs. Edwin Rivers.
ing on thuosday afternoon at 4
o'clock at the Woman's club house,
608 Kentucky avenue. The Rev. Mrs, Sherrill Entertains Her Guess
David Cady Wright, Dr. Meyer LoMrs. Clarence H. Sherrill was t!
latch and Mr. John S. Bieecker will hostess of a beautiful and elaborate
speak on subjects Of practical civic card party on Thursday afternoon at
Interest. There will be N ocal solos her home. 206 Fountain avenue, in
by Mrs. James Weille and Mr. Robert honor of her sister-in-law and guest
Scott.
Mrs. J. J. Sherrill of Chicago. The
The Woman's club will meet in house was an effective color-scheme
business seseion at 2 o'clock.
of pink
and
white. ChresantheMUMS in these shades
were used
There will be an entertainment on thoughout. The tally cards wer•
'Thursday evening at the Washington oval shaped, water color mailable
building under the auspises of the of heads in eight different styles.
- A 8th grade. An attractive mesical Luncheon was served,alter the game.
and literary program wil he present- at the ca-d tables and In the dining
ed by the pupils and sonic local tal- room. The large table was an artistic effect in pink and white. It
ent.
• was veiled with a lace cover and the
t The Plucatfonal department of the center piece was an exquisite tall
Woman's flub, Mrs. Henry C. Over- crystal yaw of pink and white chryby. chairniete, will meet en Wednes santhemums surrounded
by " ferns.
day afternoon at 3 o'clock at the The ices were pink and the cakes
club house. The regular meetings pink and white.
after OILS will be on the third FriThe first prize was wq,n by Mrs
duo instead of the first. Superinten- Habbard S. Wells in a cut with Miss
emagemp,
dent John A. Carnagey will address Carrie Rieke.' The lone hand prize
'
went to Mrs. Hughes McKnight. Miss
the department.
Helen Ripy of Lawrenceburg cap-The Kalosophic club meets on Fri- tured the visitor's prize. The guest Hughes, Robert B. Phillips, Chariee esrsions were enjoyed. Fortune tellYork. Mr. and Mrs. Nichols a:.
riter-pic
(I:
--due
the family 1, ,nie, 321 N, :
Ns.itt
day morning at the Woman's club of honor was presented with a coaat•,Richardson, W. B. Mills. Paul Dy- lug and apple bobbing were.especial
Nichols left on Friday for Et. Louis apples and grapes. Autumn leaves street, on Wednesday afternoon from
building, GpS Kentucky avenue. "The belt buckle.
sart. .1, C. Flournoy, Luke Russell, features of merriment. Delightful to attend a wedding.
and red and yellow shaded candles 3 to 5 o'clock. The invitations were
Golden Age of Athens" will be disGuests invited for luncheon and Henry Rudy, R. S. Robertson, Will ices, cakes and fruits were served
added to the effect. .
hand painted designs of the cunning
cussed as follows:
seated in the dining room - were: Gilbert, Carrie
Ellis, Eli' Boone, during the evening. Those present
Miss Lillie May Winstead captured "Sunbonnet Baby" in different poses.
Infornial Evening.
1. Periclets—Mrs. Edward
H Mesdames Edmond M. Pest, James David Flournoy, Mary Moequot Wat- were:
Mr. and Mrs. William Hughes en- the first prize, a cut glass perfume
A pretty scheme of pink and white
Bringhurst.
A. Rielly, L. 8. DuBois, H. M. Sher- son, James C. Utterback, Louis
Bonds,
Misses May
Margar.et tertained very informally at‘cards on bottle. The two guests of honor
was carried out in decorations and
The Literature. of Athens dur- rill, Vernon Blythe, Elizabeth Aus- Rieke, George B. Hart. II. S. Wells. Bonds, Grace Schulte,
Marjory Tuesday evening at their home in were presented
with hand-painted many features
of the party. The
ing the Golden
Age—iss Ethel tin, James Koger.
I. D. Wilcox, Frank Boyd, S. U. Flegle, Jessie Acker, Virginia Gil- compliment to Mr. J. J. Sherrill, of plates. Only
the club
members dainty latie hostess wore
a sweet
Brooks.
The guests who played cards were: Pulliam, R. G. Terrell, Harry Tandy, bert, Jessie Gott, Anna Mae Du-rrett,
Chicago. The guests included onls were present.
lingerie frock of white with pink rib3. Manners and Customs of the Mrs. J. J.- Sherrill, Chicago, Mrs. R. D. MaeMillen. W. F. Bradshaw Polly Durrett, Ellen, Rutter, Nina Mrs. Hughes' neighbors
In the West
bons and slippers. Tiny doll sunAge—Miss Belle Cave.
Walter Stegall. Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. John W.'Keller, W. J. Hills, Hughes Savage, Celia Jacobs, Kathleen (ler- End.
The ladies' -prize was won by Wedding Anniversary Celebration. bonnets
of pink and white muslin
Mrs. David Flonrnoy will present Louis D. Kay, 'Morristown, N. J.. McKnight, Frank
Rieke,
James row, May Hank, Fannie Jones: Mrs. Char:es Simenson of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Norton
Moore enter. was given the girls and small caps
"Current Events."
Charles Simonson, Chicago, and Miss; Weille, Charles K.. Wheeler, W. F. Messrs. Claude Epperheirner, Ed Mit- Mr. C. M. Riker captured
the gentle- rained their immediate family at
to the boy-s, and they were started
Helen Ripy, of_Lawrenceburg
Bradshaw, Jr., James E. English, C. chell, Chester Kerth, °serge Scott, men's prize. A pretty course-lun- o'clock dinner
on Thursday evening out to find the dolls to fit them. All
The Alumni assoelation will meet Mesdames W. B. McPherson,
C Warren, C. F. McCabe,(Scow B. George Rawleigh, Ilerbert Sullivan cheon was served.
at their home on North Eighth street through the rooms small dolls
had
on Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock at Gardner, T. C. Leech,
am Exalt, John WeScott, L. A. Vralhing- Louis Gaegan, Byers Staten, Frank
in celebration of the thirteenth anni- been hidden and the "doll hunt" was
the high
school auditorius. The Hughes, Lawrence pattern, Henry ton, Saunders Fowler, Earl Palmer, Young, Thomas Porteous, Gus Hank
-Vette None Club,
versary of their mariage. It was • a merry affair. Refreshments
were
e
-ea/
Victor Voris, Ben Weille, Robert L Frank Jones.
The first social meeting of the pleasant ocasion. The table was a
served in the dining room which was
Reeves, Thomas Hall, H. G. ilheyEntre Nous club for the season was prettily appointed affair
and
the charmingly decorated. The centernolde, Hal Corbett, lanneaus Orme
a charming complimentary affair. menu a very deligheful one.
The piece of the table was a huge birthPas
Afternoon
Former
for
Informal
Misses Carrie Rieke, Ciaribel Rieke
Miss Blanche Hills, 320 North Ninth guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. John day cake iced in pink and
&waitrons,
white and
and Mary Boseell.
street, was the hostess on Monday Dipple. Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Moore.
ornamented with pink and white
Ethridge
Palmer
find
Miss
Mrs.
Trouble
Lund
afternoon in honor of Miss Nell Hol- Mr, and Mrs. Hume Ogilvie, Mr. and
chrysanthemums and in pink and
Prances Gould entertained with a land, the club president and a bride
of the most serious and dangerous description has been promptly
Mrs. Frank Moore, Mr. and Mrs. P. white letters "Susan
Delightfnl Hallow E'en Party.
Porter Sleeth."
very informal tea on Thursday after- of the week, and of Miss Helen Ripy G. Kirk. Mrs. W. S. Moore.
relieved by Pisces Cure. It has proved itself during nearly half a
Mrs. Sor-!October 30, 1903-194)7.
•••••+ century an unsurpassed remedy for coughs, cold, hoar,enesq,
Miss Pauline Hank gave-a pretty noon at "The Ferns" in honor of of Lawrenceburg,
Surroundthe popular visitor rels, Mrs. Robertson. 'Miss Linda
bronchitis, asthma and all affections of the throat and chest. It
ing this
Hallow E'en party on Thursday even- their guests, Mr. and Mrs. Foster of
were feathery
[erne
Miss
Hallie
Hisey.
The
house
Aubrey
Bryant,
Moore.
Mr.
no opiates or habit-forming drugs. Pisces Cure has the ra•
sprays with pink rosebuds, and the
ing at her home, 1526 Trimble street. Nichols and Miss Margaret Nichols was
tP contains
effectively
decorated
to
in
autumn
testimony
ha,.
confidence of people everywhVie, and sworn court
four lighted birthday candles
The house was elaborately decorated of Brooklyri, N. Y., who formerly leaves and
Susa red and yellow colorproved that by its use many of the worst consumptive
A enntionnet Baby Party.
pended_ from the chandelier was' a
with Jack ()lanterns, and a color- lived in Paducah. Frieeds made motif was serried
out in all the deDelightfully charming and eerier'
Coedits Rave Been Speedily Relieved
pink sunbonnet doll baby holding
theme of yellow and black ,,wite efs when here were asked to drop in tails. A delightful
course-luncheon in all of its details was the fourth
feetively carried out, "Ye sign of ye informally, and meet them. Mr. *Its served
Ftreamers of baby, pink ribbon. These
FOR,
after the game, in the birthday .party
AN t)
Mlles :Olsen Porter
hobirdblin" showed the glestnevber Nitisola is pow at the bead of the dining room.
: The Lakin-was an 'a- 816Mb...the fascinating little daughter
to enter. Various Hallow E'en di- bridge department of Greater New ttractive
Autumn- symphony. The of Dr. and Y..rs. James P. eleeth,
(Continued on Page S
Annossaceeseeta.
•
The department of Civics will hold
its regular department meeting on
'Monday morning at 10 o'clock at the
WeenenSi club house. 641ti Kentucky
avenue.

"In times of warmth prepare
for cold."

•

Worthy Values Attractively Priced

Voats

tleetrie &al

- - $35.00

'fear Jeal
Jeal 6kin

▪ $300 to $500

Water %ink and Jquirrel
$7.50 to $15
Asabelle Yo.x -.$20 to $60
- $25 to $75
$40 to $75

`Children's flu)" kt8
s).25 to $24.90
Separate pieces sold if
desired.

fet us 6howl(outur immense Assortment
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COUGHS

CURE

GOLDS
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iliroonn Mr. Wee.? .4214odrot Los
relIMISMIIIMMIEPSIMRIBMISW
-4211111M"LIIFSIMIIIN2
kW, BB is valued acquaintance k
' '‘..
• sus su 4.frOl! 10 bolster op -a nonDuddridge Knapp's. and a particular
esnrulolttel repl and gite excuse for
.1- 11111RNOON AND %%EEKLY.
friend of Mrs. lenaepes.
Ind night,
lite refusal to let tile peo,,:.• of the
Yet It struck pre as uti•ange that
\
•teiety 1,1(1W hts
o
h.
e eele
ie et; pule
itirStIN£ti8us1t..% tf
the keen-s_led hie.; of the Street had
III ole,,tione
114•01RPORATED
tadeul to sltscoytt• that lie was not
te_tontiseied 1. 1.111 tirst pit,4e
Tb.• talk 'imht
eteleete tesee'
talking to sieury Wilton, but to some
4. '4.
shient.
valuattitude on th e teitise.
ee
•
one else tad resembled him. There
tee
::1
J. PAvr.iist, artieful staosger.
..N's":.'s
and
is 9rfOrtiti 111 the etisteilitee
were
enough
differences
features
in
eresenta
"be
yleB
‘wr't
Metered at the posto,nee at Iethical). ;levee who was fined fit:
r, sun dae eedand
voice
to
distinguish
us
among
tie. sit., grocer
' 't 01:'•
K). es, second slues matt,'
adieved of lee iiC011:,.. 0:111 thervit'
intimate
friends,
though there were
- la teturn for ees support ce
pioesseed on the charg,
•S
not enough to be seen by casual acSUBSCRIPTION HATE).:
te,rrison
for mayor "
without a license. He was a clie nt Ni ts
quaintances. I had the key in the
of at,- G•aves, and said he kept open. Why did you Interview Mr. Bryant
next sentence he spoke.
THE DAIL1 SI-N
instead of Mr. Enclert?,
By Carrier, per week
"I have decided that it is better
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g
()lanterns gave a title ley, Hazzard Gardner, Booth Allison, dleton law, by which cities of Tenfourth of the coal in the fire pot must-be kept at a white
pink candles. Pink and white brick light. II one corner
heat combustion to thro.w the heat into the
was a pictur- Robert Woolfolk, Richard Walters. nessee can reincorporate without the
rooms,
thus
causing
great
waste.
:ream was served. The cakes and esque gypsy tent
saloon, over 100 saloons in Knoxville
where Miss Hannah
mints carried out the same colors, Corbett presided
closed their doors last night. WhisPhantom Barn Dance.
and made a beautiPretty pink crepe paper iun-boneets ful "gypsy maid."
A pretty spectacular effect was tbe kies were sold at any pfice.
"Bobbing apples,"
Sere Ced on each girl an high pink popeern and
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dance given by Miss Helen Van
nuts were aonie of the
:‘ Hallow E'en diversions and Meter on Thursday evening in cele 'Bristol, Tenn., Nov. 2.—The last
of the twenty-Ave saloons which Brio
bration of Hallow E'en.
A large
hall over Mr. C. L. Van eletere tol had only a few months ago were
transfer stable was utilized for the oc closed last night when thirteen more
easion. Jack °lanterns hung from establishment went out of existence.
the rafters and about the room gave The saloons were voted out of Brisa weird light. The dancers were in tol a few months ago. Hundreds of
The combustion chamber and the magazine are combine
d in this
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ly disguised. Doughnuts and cider
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body of hard
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coal is burned under perfect control by means of the
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nized blood-purifying value, and is the one medicine which is
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able to gee Voris, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fisher. Parliament today passed a law iiN)
cal
down to the root of the trouble and remove every particle of the virus,
cherry red combustion and as the heat is in direct
and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Marble, Mr. and letting for the prohibition of the sale
contact
at the same time benefit and build up the system and general health.
of
with every square inch of the sensitive steel radiating
liquor throughout Finland. The
No Mrs. E. W. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. W.
surtarraful effects ever follow its use, as is so often the case when
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Those dancing were: Misses Coe
S S.S the disease begins to improve, and when the remedy has thoroughly
at Cherry Red Combustion burns 48 hours, while at
rine Winstead, Enen Boswell, Grace much gratified at the result. A
purified the blood and dri• n out every trace of the poison, no signs
white
of the lees, Elizabeth Boswell, Helen Hille cablegram was sent to the W. C. T.
heat it is consumed in from 2 to 5 hours.
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America
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Hills, Julia Dabney, Mary
Blood Poison such as falling hair, copper-colored spoLs, ulcerate
d mouth and
B. Jennings, Saidie Smith, Amy lug the news.
throat, sores and ulcers, etc., are merely symptoms of the poisoned
ecindijion of the blood, and in most cases
.
respond quickly to local treatment, Dreyfuss, Lucille Well, Cora Lea
We Guarantee Cole's Original Plot Mast to use
SURGERY TO AID DULL PUPILS.
while S. S. S. is doing the necessary work of cleansing the
less
blood. Our Wortham. Hugo; I. T.; Ethel Sights,
hard coal for heating a given space than any base
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line. It is a Margaret Carnagey, Martha Cope. Pittsburg Doctors Plan Operatio
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ns to
the same heating surface.
complete guide for treating the trouble, containing• instruct
ions for the Gladys Cohourn, Sarah Corbett, ElizHelp Children Nut Bright.
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Requires attention only mornilig and night with hard
about the local abeth Terrell, Mary Wheeler, Jean
Ineatment, that will be most helpful in effecting a cure.
• coal. Warm rooms day and night. No escaping gases
We will be glad Morris, Katherine Donovan, Neils
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special medical advice is wanted our physicians will take pleasure in sup- Elizabeth Sebree. Rosebud Hobson,
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with other stoves is saved.
knife in an effort to brighten the
plying it without cost to the patient. If you are suffering with
Conta- Elizabeth Kirkland, Alma Kopf, Lugious Blood Poison you can cure yourself in the privacy of your
own home cia Powell, Lucile Harth, Erma Tele- minds of the backward pupils in the
by the use of S. S. S., an absolutely safe remedy.
et., Mamie Bauer. Mildred Orme, public schoo:s. At a conference toTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,SA: Grace McGlathery, Azilee Reeves.1 day of the officers of the bureau of
Cole's Hot Blast is not only a perfect hard coal
health and members of the civic club
stove, but is generally re.cognized as the most economMiss
Hale, of Dyersburg. Tenn.;
ical and cleanest soft coal stove made. Softgoal is half
M.•ssrs. Robert McClanahan, Spring- it was decided to collect evidence
for presentation to the council to
gas and a $3.00 ton of soft coal-or a $2.00 ton of slack
Id. De Jim McGinnis, Guy Johes,
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The Kalieephic club held its reg- States Senator W. J. Deboe!
Qearnpt,inll Building, Peaducnn, Ky.
ular weekly nu eting on Friday
morning at the Woman's club house.
color.
Little Susan Porter Sieeth
"Persian Wars" were discussed by
was a vision of childish grace, in a
Miss Annie May Yeiser. "The Spardainty etnpale dress of wash chiffon
tan Period" was reviewed by Mrs.
avordeon -pleated with rows of lace
•
V, rnon Blythe. Miss Clara Park
Inlet. A bertha of real lace pip!
e sented "Rise and Culminatfon of
'rosettee of white baby ribbon con
:alien
Power." Miss Belle Cave
Meted the pretty costume.
..ixe "Current Events."
Those who assisted Mr. and Mr--ea-Boone in receiving .the reception
Social Occasion..
guests were:
Mrs. Chars E. Richardson. 1643
Mr. .and Mrs. Province, Mr. and
roadway, entertained the Grace Mrs.
T. E Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
!eirch euild on Wednesday afterHubbard Wells, Mr. and Mts. James
noon at her hotne. It was a pretty
litterback, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas
- ial occasion. The house was atLeech. Mr. and Mrs. Hal S. Corbett
M111111•11111111111•111111•11h.
actively decorated in pink
and Mr. and Mrs William ,Marble
wl'i.e chrysanthemums and a delightWarwick Cowgill, of Lincoln,
ful course-luncheon was served..
Miss Anna Webb, Mies Adah Beton, Miss Mild-ed Terrell, Miss Era'
1 Beautiful Wedding and Reception. ces Terrell,
Miss Lilly May Win,teall,
A I: iii
social eeent of - the Miss Ethel Brooks. Ness Belle
Cave,
wi • k was the marriage of Miss Nell Mr. Frank Boone.
Holland and Mr. Paul W. Province
on Wednesday evening at the home
You get handsome, well
Hallow E'ell Party.
appointee carriages
re the bride's uncle' and aunt. M.
?Casts fi, sale and Kills Rogers, of
when I serve you. We.
arid Mrs. .Eli G. .Boone on South 525 North Eighth
street. entertained
gi e prerut personal atSixth street, and the reception given on Thuraday
trition at all tnince.
night from 7:3o to
in their honor by Mr. .and
Mrs. 10:30 o'clock at their tome, in honHAR
RY
!
Boone after the ceremony.
ANDERSON
PHONE 915
or of Hallow E'en. The house was
The house throughout was most decorated with Autumn leaves
am!
.
pVEP.
YBODY
KNOW
S
artistically decorated.
The recep Jack o' lanterns. A color scheme of,
A-4 there is nothing In the
ion hall where the ceremony was pink and white was carried
ou• in'
world which Do quickly re,performed was in a scheme of green: the ref reshments.
Hal:ow
E'en'
ticles a cough as the old'the library in yellow; the dinIng games wee: enjoyed.
.
fashioned &mon _pure borei•oorn was In green and white and the
lieund drop The Old II 'mei hall where the punch was served, in
Delphic ('lub.
stead formula has been tested
n k. Southern smilax, ferns and
The Delphic club met 1n-regular
.e suntheariums were used in the
and tried out on Innumerweekly session on Tnesdae morning
decorations.
a'ile coughs. It will be good
at its room in the Carnegie library.
The ceremony was perfdrmed by "The
I r
Egyptian at Home. Industrial
the Rev. S. .B. Moore. The only Art."
was admirably presented
by
aMtidants the
ribbon
bearers: Mrs. William W. Powell, Mrs. Louis
Masses Adine Corbett and Mary Ter- Ne
Rieke told most intereating:y of
rv Burnett and the ring bearer littieln-rb
_Pyrtrold Kle.e&7e_ Miss caner,
Slitn71 Porter shieth.- The bricre was Rieke
gave a delightful description
gowned in white lace over chiffon/of "Egypti
an Art and Architecture."
over silk.
Miss Rieke spent a portion of last
The two ribbon girls, of striking winter
0. K. Washing Machines
and spring in Egypt which
brunette type, wore pretty lingerie
gave especial force to all she said.
frocks unrelieved ene' any touch of
Regular -Price $6.50, Special Sale
—0—
Cash priee__
Informal Hallowe'en Party.
.1'5.1N FRANCISCO PHYSICIAN
Miss Hazel Rhoder, Jefferson street
entertained informally In honor of
Bird Cages '
Uses Herpicide Successfully in Treat- Hallowe'en, on Thursda
y night. The
in Sycosis of the Beard,
Regular
price 60c, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00, Special
evening was a merry one and many
of the time-honored Hallowe'en auSale Cash
says: "I recently treated a case perstitions were featured. Hallow
Price
Drug Store
of iecosis (eimilar to 'barber's itch') e'en
decorations were used. Re
of the lower lip, with Newbroeller- freshrne
nts were served.
iimmaitimmistsmatataw
picide. There was an extensire loss
Enamel Water Pitchers
of beard With inflammation extending
About People.
tell down on the chin. The result
Regular
price 60c, The and $1.00
Miss Hazel Rhodes, Jefferson street the trip to Cairo this week on the
the amine/Won of lierplaide was
Special Sale Cash Price_.
Tuesday for Fort Worth, Texas, to Fowler. The party was in honor of
'et gratifying. The tree of beard
visit Miss Anne Striptng, a school- Miss Ripy, who la the guest of Miss
..ased and a new growth of hair is
mate at Monticello Seminary..Good- Hisey.
now taking place over the Ones in" Special Prices on Heating Stoves
trey, Ill. Miss Stripling was Ml's
Miss Emma Stevens, of Hickman,
tiammed area
Scott's guest last June and is an at- arrive:1 this week to visit Mrs. Davin
and quick Meal Ranges
"(Signed.) Melville E. O'Neill, M. tractive
girl very popular here.
VanCulin at her apartments in the
D., 845 Howard St.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hughes, of Scott slats, at Broadway and Sev"San Francisco, Cal."
1627 Jefferson street, went to Prince enth streets.
Herpfeide kills the dandruff germ ton yesterda
y to attend the marriage
Mies ',Louise Hale, of Dyersburg,
and permits the hair to grow abund- of
Miss Selina Smith to - Mr. .John Tenn.. Is the attractive guest of Miss
•
antly.
4 ol•frrpe
Eugene Osborne, of Rawlings, Wyo. Rosebud Hobson on
North Sixth
Sold by leading druggists. Two Miss
iTHE HOUSE. OF QUALI
visited Mrs. street.
Has
Smith
TY.
•-izes, Soc. and $1. Send 10c.
in Hughes here and' is a charming girl.
Mrs. Louis D. Kay, of Morristown,
Tempnrary Headquarters Cot,
stamps for sample to The Herpicidel
Men. John W. Scott. Miss 'Helen N. J. is the guest of her plater, Mrs.
Fifth and Jefferson Sts.
!Co., Detroit, Mich. Vir. ft. McPherson.
Both Phones 176
Rlpy of lerivreneebnrg, Miss Hanle C M Riker. 1627 Broadway. Mr.
sea Seerial Agent.
.Iliaev and Miss Hyrtle Decker made Key win be deilleid
later.
•
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Ask Him colit

lips white? Cheeks pale? Blood thin?

KNOXVILLE DRY'

The Cheapest Stove to Use Because It

Saves All Wasted With Other Stoves

,ot-r
THE'WEEK IN SOCIETY'e

For Hard Coal, Soft Coal .or Lignite

Cole's Origina
Hot Blast

CURES
S•S.S.BLOOD POISON'
A SAFE HO//4. TREATMENT

Sold Under a Positive Guarantee

Burns Any Fuel

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

Saves Half

Scientific Constructicn

i

• Sold Only By

11

Cash or
Credit

DO YOU USE YOUR
GAS STOVE IN WINTER?

If not is it becaue a _ coal
range keeps the kitchen.
warm? We have a Coke
Heating Attachment for gas
stoves that does the business
only costs

Cash or
Credit

Furniture, Carpet, Stoves and Ranges

----

Old
Homestead
Horehound
Drops

h

$8.5

Generous
Package

Burns, Coke and saves a
double stove equipment in,
your kitchen. Then think
of 'the saving in expense
with the present high prices
of coal.

5c

1

a

The Best Carriage

Serrict in Paducah

SpecialSaleSubject
to Stock on Hand
$5.25

Gilbert's

30c 50c 75c $1.00
30c 40c 50c

Think it over, then call on us
and look it over, then get it

he:

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO

Padticah Light & Power Co.

ttr Bcr.,,Ka

VP,

7

Keeps Frost
Off Windows
Don't you dislike to leave the
warm living room and undress in
a cold bedroom where the host is
thk k on the windows? No need
to any longer — a

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

makes any cold room cheerful
and cozy in a trice and keeps it so.
It has a smokeless device—that
means no smoke—no smell—no
bother—just direct intense heat.
Finished in japan and nickel
P.ass font holds 4 quarts, burns'
9 hours. Easily carried about. Every
heater warranted.

DIRECT PRIMARY
LAW IS AMENDED

After severe
illness --after
severe physical
or mental

Illinois Senate Does Something
To Oglesby Bill
Governor Deneen Pretests but to No
Flirted So Isar—Cannon Wanted
One for Himself.

POLITICIANS

WANTED

SOME.

Springfield, Ill., Nov. 2.—The essenate proved
again
this
evening that it knows how to handle
a red hot poker without getting burned. It manipulated the Ogletsby direct primary bill in a manner highly
sansfactorye to all the opponents of
the measure, and there are no blisters
to show where any senator
was
singed.
is unequalled
This bill, now on third reading
r" for its brilliant,
ans etteciuled for a final vote in the
morning, had a good many things La
steady light, simple cocistruction and abselute
it which would enable Mr. Oglesby
safety. Equipped with the best central draft
to recognize it. None of the essenburner. Made of brass, nickel plated. Every
tials of direct plurality nominations
lamp warranted. if your dealer does not handle
have been altered. To have changed
the Rayo Lamp or Perfection Oil Heater write
them would have been to act in a
ow nearest agency for descriptive circular.
coarse fashion, and coarseness never
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
is a part of senate politics.
assecorportated
With extreme delicacy the senate
has fixed the measure so as to make
it practically Impossible for the house
..fillainaligiiiiMMISINSISIMMINNWEJWil-liraii*LCNINMEMandlittalt$112011111P to concur in the amendments. It has
been made practically certain that a
conference committee of the two
houses will be required, and out of
the conference committee almost any
sort of a bill may come.

FRIENDS UPHOLD POSITIONS SECURED
years' t-UOCISS
moo ow
4> THE ACCUSED MAN
1;ege;
DRAUGHON'S Busines P R A C T CAL

604060.0.110

strain—use
Scott's
Emulsion.
It builds up and
holds up the
strength of man
and woman, girl
and boy. It is the
most wonderful
"food tonic" in the
world.
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Alleged
Young Girl I

Murder

of

13ro Limey, aril Evans% ille and Ss. Luis
Shortitand, Periaottiship, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
Ale, teach by mein Write, ptieue, sir tall for catalogue.

PAT.)1.'-:All

Kansas Stirred Over

11 einkeeping,
by bUiltits, then.

312

30 Collelgv:s Ira 17 States.
case Remained My-sery for \earls
Two Weeks mid Isevelo
not
Are Awaited.

GUY
SON
NANCE
&
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

HE PROF'ESSTS HIS INN0CENCE

Paducah, Ky.

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

AU. DRUGGISTS;
50c, A.ND $1 00.

Kiss., Nov. 2.—From center
to circumference Allen county continues stirred over the mystery atsding the alleged murder of M'F,,
the first amendment to aid hie pre's,- May Sapp, for which Samuel F'
low. # business man of promo..
dential campaign. and he got it.
IS BY
The party bosses wanted the sec- and high standind, has been arres,
ond amendment to keep outsiders and must stand trial. Opinion Is
from "butting in" on on.. matter of sided en the question of the guilt
organization which do not concern innocence of the accused man. s
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN AR
further developments in the stras
them, and they got it.
Politicians who realize the vaTue case are eagerly awaited by the is
pie.
Whitiow continues to deciv
of a free, Independent and floating
MCOP•011w,
Atr
vote which will be republican one his innocence and his family and
11.••••••••
many
friends are standing by him.
minute and democratic the next, as
svemetarmiereiarearmwailkessilenIsliamemasmeasewammate,.-,
It is more than four weeks since
the patriotic needs of the, politicians
may require, wanter the third, and the alleged murder occurred. Itii,=s
May Sapp, the victim, was the 2othey got it.
The senate itself wanted the year-old daughter of J. N. Sapp, a
preminent farmer of Moran, a village
fourth, and it got it.
on &the eastern edge of this county
lnujrpo
On the night of September 27 the
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wilt girl was found dead in the yard of
cure Blind, Bleeding and
Itching her father's home. Her throat was
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays slashed, presumably with a razor that
itching at once, acts as a poultice, was found close by. Her mother had
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian reached her side in response to the
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles girl's
screams but she died without
House wiring, electric plants instAlled.
and itching of the private parts. Sold
speaking. The mother was unable to
druggists,
by
mall 50c and $1.00.
Complete machine shop.
Campbell Restores System.
1114 Co., Prom, Cleve- say positively whether her daughter
had screamed "Mother" or "Murder."
Postmaster Daniel A. Campbell, of land, 0.
132.124 N.Fourth St.
Phones 787
Chicago, took the senate in hand this
For nearly two weeks the case reTHIW TO PLEAD INSANITY.
morning and under the direction of
mained a mystery. Then the centtae former leader the agdated meminunity Was startled by thn arrest of
bers of the upper house found them- Martin W. Littleton Decides on &onus! F Whitlow in connectio
To l'SE SLOT MACHINE,.
Course for Trial in December.
selves regaining confidence.
with the case. Whitlow, a grain and
DisFOR Sall.: OF STAMPS.
cipline was restored to the ranks
Ne wYork, Nov. 1.—Insanity is to feed merchant, i6 40 years old and
--lies
a
and order came out of confusion:
wife
and
throe
children. Until
be the plea in the defense of Harry
Ottawa. Ont., Nov. 2.—The post
()Id Phone /442.
Since Mr. Campbell's appointment Kendall Thaw, whose second trial for involved In the present case he. had °Mee authorities
have decided to use
as postmaster and his consequent re- the slaying of Stanford White will always borne a good reputation.
slot machines for the sale of stamps
Manufacturer of
Upon his arrest Whieow made a
tirement from active public life as a begin December 2. Martin W. Littlein Canadian cities. As it is illegal
remarkable
confession,
the substance to sell
senator, the organization in the upper ton, counsel for Thaw, it was learned
stamps at Canadian hotels on
Stanch pas suffered a material fall- toteight, hasdecided on this course, of which was that Miss Sapp had cornSunday
such
an
innovation
is
milted
suicide
becamse
of
rig
her
unHe
is
convinced
off
no
which
effectiveness,
at
in
insane
that
eat
Thaw
is
4.11111I
peeded.
time had bees more conspicuous than and has not adopted this course as tequited love for him. He formerly
during thedgecent discussioda of pet- merely a theory on which to eondtiet Was a school teacher and Miss Sapp
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
a successful defense, but becausc he was one of his pupils. They had bee n
Fsreiture Stored acd Packed
wary legislation.
With the captain gone the corpora- feels certain oh the unsound mentai friends for several years. He de- Is a phrase unknown to us. And yet
403 Matsu It.
(dared that he and the girl Wad never
n
tion could not keep the ranks in or- condition of his client,
Ptafin is driving thousands int,e-en Intimate. Ile said that the girl c-s
der and skirmishes were being lost
to odic. in far-off California or morno
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
had become infatuated with him and
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
because of the lack of discipline. Mr.
soul. dietetic land. Before you sublad
repeated!)
WITH
ARNICA
tinted
him
and
to
WITCH
leave
HAZEL
his.
(aempbell came back today and so
t„ being exiled. give Ernuiste
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
The best Salve in the world for fame) and run away with her. He nut
also did order, confidence, system and
It lose cured
1 Hypo a thorough
Cuts,
Sores,
Bruises,
Ulcers,
Salt
said
that on the night of the traged..and Washington Streets.
diseipline, and as a result of their Rheum, Tetter,
n
at home suiting their loved
Chapped Hands, and
coming back the senats. organization all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed he met her at the rear of her father's in': Physicians endoree t. si
,. Office 205 S. Fourth St.
Warehouse for Storage.
remained 'In potmession of the field to give satisfaction, or money re- t!olise and told her that their rent- ties $5.00 from your druggist.
Office boost':
lions rnust cease, whereupon she
8 to 10 a.m.
2 to 4 p. rn
tonight.
funded. Price 25r by Druggists.
• s
Roth
Phone.; 270
drew
a razor across her throat
Both Phones 499..
Props.,
M'F'43.
WILLIAMS'
CO.,
Changes to Oglesby Bill.
One of the remarkable features of
Cleveland, 0.
enmmimememmeimmllenna,
The following changes were made
ths case was a diary which Whitlow
in the Oglesby measure:
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TRANSFER MONEY.
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

/WO LamP

The

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

przi)s! PILES! pmEst

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

R. L. McMurtrie

AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

Mattresses

City Transfer Co.

Dr. H. T. Hessig

ANTAL-M1DY

S

-

IIIPLES

HENRI MAKIIEN, JR.

Watch the
Label

tty;

$2.70

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations Tor

1.00

T

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a_guartee to those -to whom
you send flowers,
that you tily-the best.

NEW STATE HOTEL
'

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT

KILL

S.11. WINSTEAD

The Tully Livery Company

1
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wti Dr. King's
New,. Discovery
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BUFFA1,0 POLICE
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9ove 4)decu
In buying gloves you want the
BEST
Best qua14---hest price.
You are right.
16 button Kid Glove of superfine select skin;

$3.50
black, atn, whit( , per pair
l
16 button Cliamoise Skin Gloves in natura
A
these.
wash
can
You
colors.
or white
;
very economical gLve, as well as very stylish
-$2.00
price, pair
or
Ladies' extra heavy Walking Gloves, tan
$1.50
brown, psir
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Arta and Crafts.
Mrs. Mary Gratz Morton Lexington; Mrs. Lee Huffman. Lexington;
FIRE IN
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Miss Patty Hun)°, Louisville; Mrs.
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Firemen and
Felling Roof Injures
Rankin, Covington.
Records Are All Burned
Library Extension.
With Relics.
Mrs. Morris Bartlett, Lawrenceburg; Mrs. I. H. Goodnight, Franklin; Miss Elizabeth Grimes, Paris;
Miss Effie May Popton, Elizabeth,
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VOTE AGAINST THE AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION.
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TRADE GETTERS THIS WEEK

on some one article
We are going to make special low prices this week
and see what we
in every line as Trade Getters and you should come
offer.

,.

Center and
Library Tables

..

..
i
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Peninsular
Stoves
and Ranges
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ii
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..--,

Are of the highest grade
in material and workmanship and cost no more than
inferior makes. Any Stove
or Range in the house on
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0
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.,.: 440

AT THE CHURCHES

1111111..

In Oak, Mahogany and
weathered finish. See our
Polishes Oak Tables,
hi-Ass feet
g" 1.
M
at

.

4

..

1

i
i
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Very Strong
Line of
Iron Beds
Well made and nicely fin ished at Medium Prices.
Also complete Ii n e of
Springs, Mattresses,. Piliows
and comforts on

EASY
PAYMENTS

Easy Payments.
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North Third Street
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SATURDAY, NOV. 2, 1007.

PRICES.
SEE OUR MEN'S FINE SUITS AT TRADE-WINNING
STORE CI,OSES AT 5:30.
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ets and almost everything the family needs.
Dress Goods, Hosiery,'Underwear, Clothing, Shoes, Carp
U S
U EQU.-ULF.D 'AM'E
IN MILLINERY.
The store that's winning new triumphs every week. New Hats. new
ideas. 1311; preparations have been
made for the coming week's sale
New supplies, small Hats, medium
Hats, large Hats, Hats in every leadHats.
ing autumn color, black
every
for
Hat
A
Hats.
ng
mourni
face. Clever adaptions of Paris and
New York styles, simply magnificent
creations which will fairly captivate
you. Specially prices for thle
CORRE41' STYLES AND MATCHLESS VALUES IN TAII,ORED
SUITS FOR WOMEN.
Whether you want to pay $10 or
$25, eou are sure of correct styles
and the utmost degree of excellence
for the price. Do not buy a tailored
suit_ until you have seen these and
learned what YZu etiti"-raier Berle

210, $12.50. $15, $16.50, $18, $20,
$.22.5.0 and $25.410.
WOMEN'S CLOAKS.
Hundreds are here and more coming so that you are almost sure to
we
find what you want. If you don't
order
your
to
made
one.
have
can
Coats loose or fitted short or long
smart, practical styles, at $3.95, $5,
$5.50, $6.5'0 $7.50, 28.50 and $9.75
The handsomest models at $10
211.50, $12.50, $15, $18 and up.
WOMEN'S SKIRTS $4.85 TO $13.00
Some of the handsomest styles we
have ever had the good fortune to
show are here for this sale at from
$4.85 up to $15. each, cheaper skirts
are In stock.
TRY HARBOUR'S FIRST FOR
SILKS,
Fresh new Silks at as moderate
prices as are possible. COMP and see
ter yrnirseif. 34 and X6 Inch Black

Taffetas at 96c and 98c instead of at
$1 25.
STYLISH DRESS( GOODS AT 24c TO
efic A YARD.
Thousands of yards of stylish
Dress Goods have been secured for
this sale. Our prices continue to be
the lowest In Paducah. Attractive
weaves, colors and designs. An op
portunity to secure'materials for a
good looking, serviceable dress at
smaller cost than Broadway stores
charge.
Long Kid Gloves at $1.50 to $3.45.
15e
Stylish patterns at 10st and
each.
Shetland Floes at 8 1-3c,
Zephy Shawls at 25c to $3.00.
Children's 25e Union Suits at 19c.
Snow White Cotton Batting 8 1 3c
to 10c.
"elastic Beaded Belts 50c to 91.50.

Embroidered Handkerchiefs Pea
to 50c.
Dark Outings 7c to 10c.
Light Outings 7c to 10c
Yard wide Kimona Flanneletts
12 ',4c.
Dress Ginghams 7c to 15c.
Percales lee to 15c.
DoTip-top yard aticie Bleached
mestics 10c and 12 1ec.
Hand Towels ec to 25c.
Bed Blankets $1 sel) to $3,85.
Boys' Heavy Ribbed Hose 10c to
25c.
Children's Fleece Lined Ribbed
Hose 10c to 15c
American Lady Corsets $1,00 to
$3.50.
Women's Fine set snug Veen and

1

Pants 48c.
Flannelette Night Gowns 59c to
$1 50.
8 Women's 50c Knit Skirts for $1.
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CHILDREN'S MOBS .$1 TO $2.00.
Most - all styles an
leathers for

SHOES FOR ALL NEEDS.
This is a shoe store for everybody.
and one sure to give best style, bent
quality and best value.
MEN'S SHOES $2.00 TO $5.00.
Great variety of fashionable leathers and smart styles at each of the
many prices within this 22.00 to $5
range.
WOMEN'S SHOES $1.50 TO $4.00.
Charming, stylish models in all of
the fashionable leathers and newest
and smartest effects that fashion has
devised.
Our $1.50 shoes are equal to
$2,00 shoes.
Our $2.25 shoes are equal to
$3.'i40 shoes.
Our $300 shoes are equal to
$4.00 shoes.
Our $4.00 shoes are equal to
$5.e0 shoes.

.;j1

bard wear or dress wear.
CLOTHING DEPARTMENT,
Boys' Suits $1.00 to .$5,00,
Men's Suite $4.00 to $25.0),
Men's Fur Hats 75c to 23.00.
Boys' Overcoats $1.75 to $5.00.
Men's Overcoats $3.50 to $16,50.
Leather Suit Cases $2.98 to $5.00
Trunks $2.00 to $10.00.
Men's Pants $1.00 to $5.09.

many

Men's Leather Gloves 25c to $2.00.

many

Men's Knit Gloves 25c to 50c.
Men's Suspenders 10c to 75c.
Men's Negligee Shirts 48c to $1.50,

many

Men's. Over Shirts $1.00 to $1.50.
Men's Half Hose 2 1-3c to 26c.
Men's Collars 2c to 10c.

many
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